FROM BOLZANO TO FERRARA
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Depart:
Arrive:

314.690 km

Bolzano, Piazza Walther
Ferrara, Piazza Savonarola

Cycle path or dual use
cycle/pedestrian path

Pedestrianised
zone

Road with
limited traffic

Road open
to all traffic

Gravel or dirt-track

Gravel or dirt-track

Gravel or dirt-track

Gravel or dirt-track

Information

Ferry

Stop Sign

Gate or other barrier

Moorings

Give way

Rest area, food

Diversion

Hazard

Drinking fountain

Railway Station

Traffic lights
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12.120

Turn left to cross the Adige river (follow
signs for Ora); from there turn right across
the SP Laimburg main road, on Via Dogana,
towards Trento.

42.840

Come down off the riverbank embankment
and carry straight on along the road. At the
fork after the railway underpass, bear left
back onto the cycle/pedestrian path.

12.380

Carry straight on along the Adige, going
back onto the cycle/pedestrian route in the
direction of Ora.

43.340

Go back onto the road and under the
railway, then take the cycle path again
and carry on beside the Adige.

19.460

Immediately after the railway underpass,
turn right on the cycle/pedestrian path,
and quickly after cross the SP22 main road
to go towards Caldaro.

46.180

Go straight on along Via Lungo Adige.

19.660

Cross the canal and turn right on the
opposite bank, going under Via Termeno
shortly afterwards.

46.400

At Nave San Rocco take the SP 90 main
road to the left to cross the River Adige,
and, once across, turn right back onto the
riverside.

1

0.000

Departure from the statue in Piazza
W. Von Der Vogelweide. Turn south in the
direction of the Duomo (cathedral) and carry
on to the right onto Piazza della Parrocchia.

24.460

Go over the crossroads with
Bahnhofstrasse and carry straight on
along the cycle/pedestrian path
along the Adige

48.700

At Zambana carry straight on over the
crossroads with the SP 90 main road, and
back onto the cycle/pedestrian path along
the left of the Adige.

0.130

Turn left onto Via dell'Isarco following the
signs for the cycle route.

28.200

Go over the crossroads with the SP 20
Magré main road and carry straight on
along the cycle/pedestrian path.

52.020

Go left along the cycle path, away from
the Adige.

0.400

Turn left on the cycle path and then cross
Piazza Giuseppe Verdi, going towards the
Ponte Loreto bridge.

30.300

Carry straight on along the the Adige
towards Trento.
DIVERSION: to the right there is a
cycle/pedestrian path to Caldaro lake.

52.500

Immediately after crossing the motorway
and railway by the underpass, go right,
onto the cycle path again.

0.530

Before the bridge, turn right onto the
cycle/pedestrian path which goes along
the bank of the Isarco river, following signs
for Trento.

33.850

Go over the crossroads with the SP
Roveré della Luna main road and carry
straight on along the cycle/pedestrian
path alongside the River Adige.

53.540

At Lavis go right, along the
cycle/pedestrian path.

1.040

Crossing the iron bridge, go straight on at
the crossways with the cycle path.

40.960

Turn right onto Via Cané to cross the Adige,
then immediately turn left onto the cycle
track.

54.340

Go straight on along via Lungo Ausio.

1.590

At the fork at the Ponte Roma bridge, go
to the left, following the signs for Trento,
and, at the next junction with the cycle
track, go straight on and under the bridge.

42.390

At San Michele all'Adige go straight on
along via Morini.

55.190

Before the railway crossing, turn right and
cross the stream by the wooden bridge,
then immediately right onto the road on
the other bank.

Go under the Ponte Palermo bridge and
stay on the cycle/pedestrian path,
following the signs for Trento and Merano.

42.560

Going under the SS 43 main road, go
straight on along via Lungoadige.

56.140

Go straight on, back onto the
cycle/pedestrian path.

42.650

Go straight on along via Lungoadige.

60.300

Keep to the right, and stay on the cycle
track on the Lungadige Luigi Braille.

4.780

Carry straight on in the Trento direction,
going under the Ponte Resia bridge,
across the road and bearing right on the
cycle/pedestrian path along the Isarco.

8.830

Go straight on, following the signs for Ora.

42.740

Go straight on, re-joining the
cycle/pedestrian path, and continue
alongside the Adige.

63.210

Through the underpass, turn right and
climb back up onto the embankment of the
Lungadige Luigi Braille.

2.570
3.270
3.380

56.090
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63.600

At Trento go straight on at the
roundabout and onto the cycle/pedestrian
path along the Lungadige Giacomo
Leopardi.

0.000

SECOND STAGE. From the roundabout in
Piazza F. Filzi carry on along the road (Via
del Porto) alongside the River Adige,
following signs for the cycle path.

13.810

Go straight across the crossways and carry
straight on down the cycle track.

64.470

Dismount and walk your bike around the
roundabout, to take the cycle/pedestrian
path along the Lungadige Monte Grappa.

0.290

Turn right along Via delle Zigherane,
following signs for the cycle path.

14.040
104.220

Carry straight on along the road
(Via della Banda Storta).

67.210

Dismount and walk your bike around the
roundabout, turn right over the river, and
once across turn left back onto the
cycle/pedestrian path.

0.350

Go across the crossroads with Via alla Moia
and carry on straight along Via delle
Zigherane.

14.590

Turn left back onto the cycle path.

67.680

Carry straight on along the road alongside
the river on Via del Ponte.

0.620

Go back onto the cycle path to cross the
stream, and, immediately after, turn right
on the cycle path following signs for Ala
and Avio.

16.050

At Pilcante turn left onto the road
(Via al Ponte) towards Avio.

71.580

Turn left along the main road (SP 21
Mattarello Aldeno), crossing the river, and
once across turn right, back onto the
cycle/pedestrian path.

1.500

At the fork on the cycle path, go straight
on, following the signs for Mori.

16.230

Carry on straight onto the SP 90 main road
towards Avio.

71.820

Carry straight on when the cycle path joins
it to the left.

3.630

On the other side of the underpass, go
through the barrier, and carry on to the
left along the road (Via del Dazio), then
straight back onto the cycle track.

18.810
108.990

Leave the main road and turn left back
onto the cycle path.

79.210

Turn right, crossing the river by the road,
and then at once to the left along the
cycle path again.

4.410

Turn right, cross the Enel (Electric
Company) Mori dam, and immediately
afterwards turn left along the canal.

20.760

Turn left and stay on the cycle path.

82.100

Turn left on the main road (SP 59 Nomi
Calliano), cross the river, and, immediately
after the bridge, turn right and down onto
the cycle path towards Rovereto.

4.910

Carry straight on along the cycle track
beside the canal.
DIVERSION: to the right is a cycle path to
Riva del Garda.

21.660
111.840

Immediately after the underpass go
straight on, back onto the cycle path.

86.300

Turn right along the road (Via Valdiriva).

6.550

Go left along the road (Via Vecchio Alveo),
crossing the canal, and follow the signs
back onto the cycle path.

24.540

Carry straight on along the cycle path.

87.490

Go right, to rejointhe cycle path.

6.830

Crossing the bridge over the Adige, turn
right immediately, back onto the cycle
path that runs along the river.

26.870

Turn right onto the SP 11 main road
towards Rivalta.

89.770

At the crossroads with Vicolo Baroni go
straight on along Via Libertà, keeping
alongside the Adige.

7.890

Go straight along the cycle track beside
the motorway (A22 del Brennero.)

27.370

Turn left onto the SP 11 main road
(Via Mama) towards Rivalta and Belluno
Veronese.

90.050

Carry straight on, first on the road
(Via Libertà), then the cycle path.

10.530
100.710

At Chizzola turn right (Via Alcide de
Gasperi), cross the Adige, and, once across,
turn left to follow the cycle path on the
opposite side.

33.270

Carry straight on along the SP 11
(Via Adige).

90.180

ROVERETO. END OF THE FIRST STAGE.
Roundabout at Piazza Fabio Filzi.

12.050

Carry straight on along the cycle path.

33.690

Carry straight on along the SP 11,
crossing the A22 del Brennero motorway
by the overpass, after which, turn left
along the main road.
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64.740
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35.570

Carry on straight along the SP 11
main road.

52.500

Turn left onto Via Belvedere, carrying on
along the cycle track down the left side
of the road.

58.320

Carry straight on along Strada di Villa.

41.290

At the fork at Rivoli Veronese carry
straight on along the main road (SP 11).

52.590

Cross Via Belvedere and carry on along the
cycle track alongside, through the
underpasses for Via Monte Baldo and
Via Costabella (SP 9).

58.950
149.130

Carry straight on along the cycle track
along the righthand side of the roadway.

42.620

Carry straight on along the main road
(SP 11). At 133.800 km, the road begins
to climb.

53.120

Coming out of the second underpass, turn
right along the cycle path towards
Costermano.

59.210

Turn right onto Strada del Trenin (SP 31).

45.280
135.460

Turn left onto Via San Pieretto and,
immediately after, uphill to the right
on Via Zuane Osteria.

53.630

Cross Via Sottomoscal and stay on the
cycle path alongside Via Costabella.

59.440
149.620

Leave the SP 31, turning first left, then
right and downhill on Via del Progno
towards Progno.

46.700

Carry on downhill to the left (Pigno).

54.120

Leave the cycle track and carry on left
along a minor road, Via Ca' del Bosco
(which becomes Via Casetta).

60.490

Turn left along Via del Cantel.

47.620

At Pozzoli turn down to the right towards
Costermano and Bardolino (the SP 29C).

55.960
146.140

At the fork, bear right and climb up Via
Belevedere Sopra Paerno towards Paerno.

60.890

Cross Via Pragrande and carry straight on
along Strada Monte Noal e Pigno.

48.340

Turn left and uphill on the minor road
(Via Broiare).

56.360

Turn steeply down to the left on Via Paerno.

61.780

Pass by the right turn for Strada Canova
and carry straight on towards the village
of Barum.

49.280

Turn left and downhill following signs
to the Rivoli - Affi cycle path.

56.730

Go straight on down Via Valconara.

62.060

Right by the fork (with the small shrine
on the left) turn left and uphill.

49.630

Go straight on towards Affi along the
Rivoli - Affi cycle path.

56.930

Go right and downhill on Via Valsorda.

62.560

At Tonol go over the crossroads and
carry straight on.

51.250
141.430

Turn right on the main road
(Località Cocche).

56.970

Go left along Strada di Prefontana.

62.840

Go left onto the main road towards
Vallesana.

51.790

Turn right onto a minor road.

57.370

Where Strada delle Coste forks off, go
straight along Strada di Prefontana.

63.130

At Vallesana turn right onto the
SP 31B road.

52.000

Turn left and downhill onto Via Broiare.

57.710
147.890

At the crossroads with via Rosolet, go
straight along Strada di Prefontana.

63.290

At the crossroads with the road from
Lazise (Via San Martino), turn left on the
SP 31B, and then, shortly afterwards,
turn right onto the Strada della Costa.

52.250

Carry on to the right on the minor road.

58.080

Carry straight on via Villa Festi.

64.050

At Crocetta go straight on, crossing the
junction with the SP 5 main road onto
Via Zappo.

125.750

131.470

132.800

136.880

137.800

138.520

139.460

139.810

141.970

142.180

142.430

142.680

142.770

143.300

143.810

144.300

146.540

146.910

147.110

147.150

147.550

148.260

148.500

149.390

150.670

151.070

151.960

152.240

152.740

153.020

153.310

153.470

154.230
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65.600

Go left onto Via del Terminon (SP 30).

74.600

Turn left and climb up Via Secolo.

106.500

Go over the crossways and back onto the
cycle path alongside the Pozzolo-Maglio
canal.

65.940

Leave the SP 30 to turn right and uphill
on Via delle Greghe.

74.930

Crossing over the railway, turn left into Via
Nadia e Caterina Nencini, towards the Porto
Vecchio - signposted for the cycle/pedestrian
path from Mantova to Peschiera del Garda.

107.920

Go over the crossroads with Strada Maglio
and back onto the road to the side of the
Pozzolo-Maglio canal.

68.360

At Pacengo, at the crossroads with
Via del Gasco, go straight on along
Via Mantovanella.

75.500

At the Porto Vecchio and the crossroads
with Via Pietro Nenni, go straight on,
heading to the right and along the river
Mincio.

108.830

At Soave, by the crossroads with the
Strada Soana road, turn right to cross the
Diversivo Mincio relief canal, and join the
cycle path along the other side.

68.710

At the crossroads with Via Marengo go
straight on along Via Mantovana
(which becomes Via del Pigno).

81.090

Go left, crossing the Mincio at the lock,
and go along the river on the other side.

109.640

Go straight across the crossways with the
Strada Sant'Isidoro road and keep straight
on along the cycle path.

69.380
159.560

At the fork go straight on, leaving
Via del Pigno.

83.120

Go straight on through the crossroads
with Strada Valeggio (which goes to
Monzambano to the right).

110.250

Go straight across the crossways with the
Strada Soave road and keep straight on
along the cycle path.

69.750

Turn left onto Via Comazzi.

86.570
176.750

Carry on uphill to the left and then after
a moment to the right, keeping on the
cycle path.

113.130
203.310

A little bit before the SS 236 major road,
turn right away from the Mincio canal to
carry on along the cycle path.

69.940

At the fork, near the Gardaland carparks,
turn right onto Via Staffalo.

87.380

Carry straight on along the cycle path.

113.250

Go right along the cycle path.

70.380

After the crossroads with the main road
(Strada Regionale Gardesana Orientale), go
straight on, coming into Ronchi on Via G.
Verdi, going down towards Lago di Garda.

88.010

At Valeggio sul Mincio go straight over
the crossroads with the Strada Viscontea
(SP 55) and carry on straight along
Via Andrea Mantegna.

113.400

Go left along the cycle path.

71.340

Go through the gate and turn left along
the cycle/pedestrian path that runs
alongside Lago di Garda.

88.430

Go right onto the cycle track, which goes
back along the Mincio.

113.600

Go left along the cycle path.

72.890

Passing through the stakes showing the end of
the cycle/pedestrian zone, go right, along the
edge of the port, on the Lungolago Garibaldi at
this point but later Lungolago Porto Esterno.

95.240

Go straight across the crossways with the
SP 21 main road (going left to Pozzolo) and
carry straight on along the cycle path.

114.080

Cross the little channel and stay with the
cycle path on the opposite side.

73.720

Turn right onto Via Marina to enter the
walled citadel of Peschiera del Garda.

98.380

Go through the crossways with Strada
Bardelletta and stay straight on the cycle
path.

114.380

Turn into the Strada San Girolamo road
and carry on straight.

74.250

At the other side of the park (Parco Catullo)
leave the main road and go straight on
along Via Roma, passing through the walls
again.

101.630

Cross the crossroads with the SP 17 main
road, keeping to the cycle path which here
runs alongside the Pozzolo-Maglio
drainage canal.

115.080

Cross the Strada Soave road and go back
onto the cycle path.

74.480

Outside the walls turn right onto
Via Milano.

104.740

Go through the underpass for the SS 236
main road, and along the cycle track to the
right of the roadway.

115.380

End of the Mantova to Peschiera
cycle/pedestrian path Turn right along the
cycle track along the railway.

155.780

156.120

158.540

158.890

159.930

160.120

160.560

161.520

163.070

163.900

164.430

164.660

164.780

165.110

165.680

171.270

196.680

198.100

199.010

199.820

81.380
173.300

177.560

178.190

178.610

185.420

188.560

191.810

194.920

200.430

203.430

203.580

203.780

204.260

204.560

205.260

205.560
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4.300

Cross over but stay on the SS 413.

36.340

Continue on the embankment of the
River Po.

5.620

At Via Gobia, take the cycle track to the
right of the SS 413.

41.060

Continue on the embankment of the
River Po.

6.030

At the crossroads with Via Parenza Alfa,
carry straight on on the cycle track.

41.700

Continue on the embankment of the
River Po.

6.750

At Pietole leave the SS 413 and go left
on Via Parma towards Pietole Vecchia
(Andes, signs to Mincio).

42.730

Continue on the embankment of the
River Po (Argine Po Fornaci).

8.370

At Andes take the right fork onto
Via Virgiliana.

42.960

Carry on to the right, remaining on
the embankment (Argine Po Fornaci),
following the signs for the Destra Po
cycle route.

Cross the Lungo Lago dei Gonzaga and
go into Piazza Arche.

14.450

At Bagnolo San Vito go right at the
crossroads onto via Roma (then Via G.
Marconi).

43.270

At Ostiglia eave the asphalt road and
continue to the right along a short stretch
of gravel road leading to the bridge over
the Po.

MANTOVA. END OF THE SECOND STAGE.
Crossroads of Piazza Arche and
Via Pomponazzo.

15.100

Go left on the SS 413 main road
(the Statale Romana).

43.900

Over the bridge, take the path sloping down
to the right; at the bottom, turn right under the
bridge, then climb up onto the embankment
again, back on the Destra Po path.

0.000

THIRD STAGE.
From Piazza Arche go onto Via
Pomponazzo, then via Trieste and
Corso Giuseppe Garibaldi.

19.070

Leave the SS 413 and go uphill to the right
on Via Molinara onto the embankment of
the River Po (signed to the cycle path
Eurovelo 8 - Sinistra Po).

44.430
253.910

Go straight on, remaining on the
embankment.

1.200

At the crossroads with via Risorgimento
and Viale S. Allende, go straight on onto
Piazzale di Porta Cerese.

21.160

At Correggio Micheli, at the roundabout,
take a right along the Po embankment,
Via Po-Barna.

44.720

Continue on the embankment.

211.010

1.530

Stay straight on along Via Parma, cross the
railway, and, immediately after, cross Via
Gian Battista Visi, and turn onto the cycle
track that runs along the right of Via Parma.

24.750

Carry on to the right and cross the river
Mincio by the bridge, towards Governolo.

53.900

Go straight on, remaining on the
embankment.

1.700

Keep to the left and follow the cycle track.

24.980

At Governolo go to the right along the
embankment of the River Mincio (Via
Mincio) on the Sinistra Po cycle path
towards Ostiglia.

54.770
264.250

Go straight on, remaining on the
embankment.

2.050

Cross Via Parma by the subway and carry
on on the opposite side.

34.570

At Libiola stay on the embankment.
VARIANTE: continue on the asphalt road
at the base of the embankment, climbing
up again at the next available place.

59.640

Continue on the embankment.

4.090

At Virgilio use the path to the left side
of the SS 413 main road.

35.450

Continue on the embankment of the
River Po.

63.220

Continue on the embankment.

116.160
206.340

At the entrance to the Circolo Canottieri,
take via San Giovanni Bono.

116.300

Go right on Via Darsena.

116.490

Go through the barriers to the left of the
entrance to the Circolo Canottieri, and
along the cycle path that crosses the
Lago Superiore.

215.510

117.330

Turn left through the underpass for the railway
and the SS 62 main road, and carry on on the
cycle/pedestrian path along the edge of the Lago
di Mezzo, in the Parco Periurbano di Mantova.

216.230

119.140

Head away from the lake to the right on
the path that gently climbs at the edge
of the park along the Lungo Lago dei
Gonzaga.

217.850

119.210

119.300

206.480

206.670

207.510

209.320

209.390

209.480

209.480

210.680

211.180

213.780

215.100

8.320

223.930

224.580

228.550

230.640

234.230

234.460

2.000
211.530

213.570

244.050

244.930

245.820

250.540

251.180

252.210

252.440

252.750

253.380

254.200

263.380

269.120

272.700

Distance

63.650
273.130
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Continue along the embankment.

Distance

99.960
309.440

At Stellata continue along the bottom
of the embankment, (Via Argine Po),
and through the underpass of the Po bridge.

101.480

Continue to the left on the embankment,
following the signs for the Destra Po, along
the Via Comunale per Stellata.

102.780

293.690

Continue on the embankment,
Via Gamberone.

103.030

86.330

Continue along the embankment.

103.810

77.880
287.360

78.900
288.380

84.210

295.810

86.850

310.960

312.260

312.510

313.290

At Bondeno bearing left, stay on the
embankment of the Panaro on Via del
Carmine.

104.020

Continue along the Via per Stellata, then
turn left across the Panaro and, immediately
after, left onto Via Borgo San Giovanni.
CONNECTS TO: provincial route number 3

104.330

Carry straight on along Via Fermi,
leaving the river.
CONNECTS TO: provincial route number 2

104.630

Continue along the minor road Via delle
Rose, following signs for the Percorso
ciclopedonale del Burana (FE101).

104.820

Continue right, skirting the base of the
railway bridge, running into the Percorso
ciclopedonale del Burana (FE101).

104.980

88.980

After the railway underpass, turn onto
the road round the embankment; soon
afterwards, rejoin the cycle/pedestrian
path.

90.480

Cross the river Burana, and continue along
it on the opposite bank.

296.330

87.130
296.610

87.640
297.120

87.800
297.280

88.030
297.510

298.460

299.960

94.630
301.110

Cross Via Diamantina and continue straight on
the FE101 cycle/pedestrian path. DEVIAZIONE:
go left on Via Diamantina to reach the
Delizia Estense della Diamantina (km 1,250).

313.500

313.810

314.110

314.300
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Turn left to cross the river Burana and,
on reaching Via Cesare Diana, continue
to the right towards Ferrara on the
cycle/pedestrian path.

Distance

91.300

8.010

92.940

9.830

100.430

10.330

110.940

18.100

111.800

Cross the crossroads with Via G. Marconi /
Via del Lavoro and carry straight on along
the cycle/pedestrian path on the righthand
side of Viale Po.

19.660

114.720

21.560

118.260

At the crossroads with Via Porta Catena, continue
to the right on the cycle track, and - shortly after left as far as the traffic lights. Cross Corso Porta Po
and then continue to the right.

22.000

Cross Via Belvedere, and, immediately
afterwards, turn right to cross Viale Cavour,
and from there turn left up the service road
for Viale Cavour, on the opposite side.

27.600

128.680

29.000

171.690

Cross over the crossroads with Corso Isonzo
and carry straight on along the service
road for Viale Cavour.

37.520

177.750

43.850

185.760

Cross over the crossroads with Via
Aldighieri and carry straight on along the
service road for Viale Cavour.

48.600

205.760

Cross over the crossroads with Via Spadari
and carry straight on along the
cycle/pedestrian path on the right-hand
side of Viale Cavour.

60.300

207.510

80.880

208.300

TAKE CARE! Cross Via Modena and turn
onto the cycle track that runs along it on
the other side, continuing left into Ferrara.
Over the cycle bridge, cross Via Gulinelli
and continue along the cycle track on the
righthand side of Via Modena.

53.540

105.090
314.570

Turn right along corso Martiri della Libertà,
carry on alongside the moat of the
Castello Estense.

85.980

105.210

Arrive: Ferrara, Piazza Savonarola.

125.560

Benches and tables
until km mark 54.340

Bicigrill Nomi
restaurant

Polisportiva Pozzolese

207.180
Parco Periurbano
di Mantova

209.320
211.480

87.850
For the railway station (1.47 km) go
through the arches and onto Piazza
Repubblica (to your right, the entrance to
the courtyard of the castle and Tourist
nformation Office), and then Via Garibaldi,
Via Cassoli, Piazzale della Castellina,
Piazzale Stazione.

Rest area with
children's play area

Point of interest

128.410

82.030

314.690

Distance

4.780

At the end of the cycle/pedestrian path, go
straight on along Largo Castello, beside the
moat of the Castello Estense.

314.460

Point of interest

88.150
89.580
89.660

Two areas together

250.540
251.180

River Po riverside
nature reserve
River Po riverside
nature reserve

